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Harvard is one of the most famous universities in the world, and Eliot and Neil 
L.Rudenstine were the greatest presidents in the history of it. While American 
political and economy situation changed significantly and Harvard was in a very 
difficult place, Eliot was pointed to the president of it. Then in 1990’s, While 
American faced economic recession and Harvard came to a great financial crisis,  
Rudenstine took up the position of the president of Harvard University. Both of them 
had a far-reaching influence on the development of Harvard University, the United 
States and world education. They both set the examples for higher education in the 
world. 
Based on exhaustive data, in light of Eliot and Neil L.Rudenstine’s idea of a 
university, combined with Eliot and Neil L.Rudenstine’s practices, this research 
analyses the revolution of these two presidents and tries to explore inspiration to 
Chinese world-class universities’ contribution and higher development.  
This thesis mainly includes three parts. 
The first part compares and analysis of Eliot and Neil L.Rudenstine’s life and 
social background, mainly including their educational background and the social 
background at that time. 
The second part analyzes Eliot and Neil L.Rudenstine’s idea and practices of 
Harvard University in greater detail. Through comparison, the paper sums up that 
their idea were understood the requirement of society and conforming to the 
development of time. Their measures of reform were in accord with the laws of 
development, and possess bright characteristic of Harvard. 
The third part mainly inquires into the significance of Eliot and Neil 
L.Rudenstine’s idea of Harvard and the effection to Chinese universities. They are as 
follows: the great role of the president; the reforms were fitting to the development of 
society; paying attention to the research, emphasizing the quality of teachers and 
insisting on selecting the better teachers and eliminating the worse teachers; reform 
initiatively, blaze new trails in the development. 
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